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Abstract
In early 1990’s, the number of common ash trees (Fraxinus excelsior) in Europe, was starting to
decline, as a result of the fungal pathogen Hymenoscyphus Fraxineus, originated from East Asia.
The first recorded ash dieback was observed in Poland nearly 30 years ago and had been spread
to eastern, central and northern Europe.
In this study, vegetation indices were calculated on high-resolution satellite images trying to
detect ash tree disease in two study areas (seed stands and seed orchards), in The Netherlands,
in order to assess health status change in time by answering three questions. A low health tree
canopy could be a result of the main symptoms of the fungus, where black necrotic lesions on
leaves can be spotted, shirking and shedding them, eventually causing tree death. Vegetation
indices were selected based on their performance on vegetation patterns, the land use found in
the study areas and their sensitivity to the chlorophyll concentration. The temporal analysis over
3 consecutive years of the selected vegetation indices and the comparison with validation data,
had shown a spatial confirmation of the affected ash trees in the study area Zwolle. The health
scores of the validation data are matching with the vegetation index results for the Zeewolde
study area. The fungus thrives in humid conditions and environment, meaning that there is a
connection of the climate conditions during the summer periods and even the winter periods,
with its presence. However, during the droughts occurred in the summer period in 2018,
chlorophyll levels were dropped as expected, as the vegetation and canopy suffered from water
stress. Although, the health level of the ash trees was fluctuating over the examined years, with
this image resolution, the selected vegetation indices could not be a diagnosis tool, showing if
humid periods could be a driver of the Ash tree dieback.
Keywords: Ash dieback, Fraxinus excelsior, Hymenoscyphus Fraxineus, seed stand, seed orchard,
remote sensing
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background and Context
The existence of trees and small parts of forests in urban environments are very valuable and
have significant meanings to the atmosphere, landscape and residents (Dwyer et al., 1991). Many
municipal programs are trying to sustain urban green and even to expand it, knowing its benefits.
European ash trees, ‘Fraxinus excelsior’ in Latin, can be found throughout Europe, distributed in
many forest communities, as well as in urban environments. As stated by Thomas, 2016,
“Fraxinus excelsior is an important street tree in a variety of cities in the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres”. Besides their natural aesthetics, there are very valuable due to their high-quality
wood, with great economic value (Dobrowolska et al., 2011).
Due to climate changes, invasive and pathogenic species can disorder the ecosystems (McKinney
et al., 2014). Diseases can be ruled by climate and pathogen growth, host susceptibility and
spreading are related to the temperature and water availability (Goberville et al., 2016). The first
recording of ash dieback in Europe was observed in Poland nearly 30 years ago and had been
spread to eastern, central and northern Europe (Pautasso et al., 2013).

1.2 Problem Definition
A decline on the number of common ash trees was observed in the early 1990s in Europe, as a
result of the fungal pathogen Hymenoscyphus fraxineus. This invasive fungus was originated from
East Asia (Zhao et al., 2012). The main symptoms are characterized by brown or black necrotic
lesions found on the branches and stem of the tree. The fungus enters via leaves, through their
spots, then enters the twigs and stem, reaching the point of shrinking and shedding of leaves,
especially on the highest point of the tree crown and eventually cause tree death (Bakys et al.,
2009; Pautasso et al., 2013). Presence of the fungi was first recorded in The Netherlands in 2010,
with an increase amount of disease attacks in Flevoland and Utrecht.
According to the information on the interactive map, managed by the Space and Sustainability
Department of the Municipality of Amsterdam (maps.amsterdam.nl), there are approximately
19.217 Ash trees (Fraxineus excelsior), planted all around the city of Amsterdam. Till now, the
number of reported affected ash trees and ash diebacks, managed by the Staatsbosbeheer
Nederland (SBB), is great.
The Centre for Genetic Resources, the Netherlands (CGN), focuses on conservation and use of
vegetable crops, farm animal breeds and indigenous tree and shrub species. Since 2004, it has
been contributing to the establishment of the gene bank for trees and shrubs managed by
Staatsbosbeheer. CGN is also engaged with species diversity and conservation (Wageningen
University & Research). One of the running projects, includes the performing provenance trials,
monitoring and evaluation of the resistance in seed stands and seed orchards of the Fraxinus
excelsior (common ash tree) to the disease. Observations conducted in 2012 and 2015, shown
though that cultivars including ‘Atlas’, ‘Altena’, ‘Geessink’ and ‘Westhof’s Glorie’, seem to have a
low level of susceptibility to the fungus (Vries & Kopinga, n.d.).
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Due to the lack of geo-information on ash dieback in The Netherlands, many ongoing efforts are
trying to make a database of the ash trees locations and health status through participatory
approach and visual assessment. A large-scale Citizen Science Project (CSP) was started by
Wageningen University & Research (WUR) to map the extent of the disease, which so far, the
observations shown that 6 out of 10 ash trees included in the CSP, present a level of damage by
the disease (Vliet et al., 2018). The infection experiments have already shown that Fraxinus
excelsior is susceptible to the fungus, especially the cultivars ‘Jaspidea’ and ‘Diversifolia’.
Knowing that this a very time-consuming task, experts are examining the capabilities of remote
sensing in order to map and analyze this large-scale phenomenon in a GIS.
New technologies are being developed in order to detect, monitor and control such tree diseases
and prevent spread. An approach achieving early detection in large-scale areas is by using remote
sensing technology (Pontius et al., 2008). Chlorophyll content and photosynthetic activity play a
major role in showing vegetation’s health status. For example, fluctuations of these two elements
can indicate stressed leaves. Reflectance patterns can be easily altered due to changes in the
above factors (Carter & Knapp, 2001; Gitelson & Merzlyak, 1996; Rock et al., 1988; Vogelmann
et al., 1993). So, taking into account the main symptoms of the ash dieback, such indicators, like
the existence of brown and black lesions on leaves, crown defoliation in full canopy periods, can
be observed with the use of vegetation indices (NDVI, RVI, etc.), capable to evaluate vegetation
health. This type of detection method can be used in this thesis study case areas, contributing to
the work of the researchers.

2. Objective and Research Questions
The main objective of the study is to assess changes in health status of affected Fraxinus excelsior
cultivars in time, by using vegetation indices. The following research questions are formulated in
order to meet this objective:
1. Which vegetation index(ices) can best detect common ash tree disease, given specific
optical remote sensing imagery datasets?
This research question is created to get the actual different results of the vegetation
indices being used in this case, applied on limited high-resolution imagery datasets
available. Supported by literature review, the best results will be selected and used on
the next steps of the study.
2. Is it able to identify patterns of suffering ash trees in a three-year time series?
This second question was formulated in order to examine whether the fluctuations of the
vegetation indices values, during a three-year span, could be related to the presence of
the fungus or not. These vegetation indices values are able to evaluate vegetation health.
3. Is there a significant impact of humid years on the emergence of the fungus?
a. What defines a humid year?
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The last question has been formulated in order to gain deeper knowledge about the
emergence of the fungus. It is known that the fungus thrives in humid environments and
weather conditions, so humidity is a driver of fungi. So, this question will try to give an
answer on whether a characterized as humid or dry year, reflects to an increased or
decreased presence of the fungus. The sub question was created in order to define first
what a humid-rainy year in The Netherlands is. Most attention will be given on the
characterization of the full foliage canopy period (June - July - August) of the Fraxineus
excelsior.

3. Study Areas
Researchers from the CGN, Wageningen University & Research, proposed three possible types of
study area options, including a provenance trial area, seed stand areas (two) and seed orchard
areas (two), all within The Netherlands. More specifically, the provenance trial area is located
south of the city of Zwolle, the seed stands are found along roadsides in Loerbeek and in De Waal,
Texel. Finally, the two seed orchard areas are located in Zeewolde, north of the Horsterwold
forest. The map below depicts the locations (red points) of the proposed study areas.

Figure 1: Locations of study areas (Zwolle = 1, Loerbeek = 2, Texel = 3, Zeewolde = 4).
(created in ArcMap 10.6.1)
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3.1 Locations
Τhis part of the chapter gives details about the study area’s characteristics, accompanied with
subsets of aerial images. Polygons in red color indicate the boundaries of the study area sites
extend. Profile images of the sites can be found in Appendix 3. It has to be noted that only the
study area in Zwolle and Zeewolde present the total methodological approach in the study.
Studies areas of Texel and Loerbeek were used to show the vegetation indices sensitivity in the
first two research questions. These results can be found in the digital content which accompanies
the thesis report.
Zwolle:
The Windesheim provenance trial area is located 7 kilometers south of the city center of Zwolle
and near the Ijssel river. More specifically, a provenance trial is actually a plantation experiment,
consisting of a several seed sources of a species planted in a particular experimental design, that
helps researchers monitor and evaluate how trees and provenances are adapted to
environmental conditions. These evaluations can provide evidence to which decisions and
guidelines can be made for future reforestation and productivity improvement (Pottinger &
Dunsdon, 2001; AFGRC, 2008). There are 3 blocks in which the same provenances or halfsibs are
planted in back in 1987. The study site is covering an area of approximately 18.600 square meters
(m2) and all trees were monitored twice during the last 4 year.

Figure 2: Zwolle provenance trial area.

Zeewolde:
The two seed orchard areas are located in the Horsterwold forest, the largest deciduous forest
in The Netherlands, close to Zeewolde (Staatsbosbeheer - staatsbosbeheer.nl). Seed orchards are
like seed stands but the site has been planted with superior phenotypes or genotypes being
managed intensively and entirely for seed production. A seed orchard consists of trees where the
phenotype is usually of minor importance as long as the trees will produce seeds. According to
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, the way of establishment
distinguishes two types of seed orchards: the clonal seed orchard and the seedling seed orchard.
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The seed orchards are covering an area of approximately 20.300 and 44.300 square meters (m2)
respectively. The northern seed orchard is consisted of 74 clone trees and the southern of 42,
planted during 1990 and 1991. The southern seed orchard’s admission was terminated on the
23th of July 2019.

Figure 3: Zeewolde seed orchard areas (Northern Vaartbos02 – Southern Vaartbos01).

Texel:
The other seed stand area is located in De Waal village in Holland's largest North Sea island, Texel.
This study site has over 30 planted trees formed by dyke planting, along a road for almost 295
meters.

Figure 4: Texel seed stand area.
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Loerbeek:
The seed stand in Loerbeek is located near the Bergherbos forest, close to the Netherlands –
Germany borders. A seed stand is defined as a group of trees that has been identified as a seed
source and every undesirable individual has been removed and then cultured for early and
abundant seed production (Hughes & Robbins, 1982). As stated by Matthews J.D. (1964), in
Hughes C.E. paper, there are three seed stand establishment objectives recognized, which are:
a) produce seed of improved genetic quality, b) increase the quantity and physical quality of the
seed produced and c) concentrate seed collection operations in a small area thereby lowering
costs and making control and organization easier. This seed stand area is divided into the
northern and southern part. Both together are consisting of 275 trees with an average height of
15 meters. The trees are planted alongside the roads Noordermarkweg and Zuidermarkweg,
covering a distance of approximately 1.050 and 885 meters long respectively.

Figure 5: Loerbeek seed stand areas (Northern-left, Southern-right).

4. Methodology
This chapter presents the methods and tools used to carry out the study of the thesis. The chapter
describes the input data and the methodology followed, including all the steps taken in order to
answer each research question. There is also a review section in which data, methods and
outcomes from comparable studies are presented.

4.1 Review Section
The emerald ash borer (EAB) beetle was found infecting and feeding on ash species across the
Great Lakes region of North America. As stated in Murfitt et al. (2016) study, “Ash Decline
Assessment in Emerald Ash Borer Infested Natural Forests Using High Spatial Resolution Images”,
in order to manage the spread of this pest, the early detection of the infestation is crucial. The
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research method used was based on field data, regarding the health status of the ash trees, and
calculation of vegetation indices and image segmentation processes on WorldView-2 satellite
imagery. The random forest classifier was used for the ash trees classification, with a user’s and
producer’s accuracy of 67.6% and 71.4% respectively. Finally, the best ash score-spectral index
model was applied to the whole study area, producing a prediction map with an overall accuracy
of 70%, making a large-scale EAB monitoring by remotely sensed data possible.
Another study focusing on ash tree dieback, caused by the fungal pathogen Hymenoscyphus
pseudoalbidus, was done by Waser et al. (2014), ‘Evaluating the Potential of WorldView-2 Data
to Classify Tree Species and Different Levels of Ash Mortality”. His also focused on the different
species classification besides ash tree levels of damage. The study area was in the German state
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern and the input data of the study was a multispectral WorldView-2
(WV-2) scene. Remote sensing indices were derived, improving the object based supervised
classification accuracies. The overall accuracies were encouraging, classifying the seven tree
species (83%) and another four levels of ash tree damage (73%), producing complete tree
damage and tree species maps.
High-resolution satellite imagery promises a greater accuracy on land cover classification and
pattern analysis. The goal of Boyle et al. (2014), “High-Resolution Satellite Imagery Is an
Important yet Underutilized Resource in Conservation Biology” study, is to examine the
difference and performance of high-resolution (≤5m) and lower-resolution (≥30m) imagery
datasets in conservation applications. More specifically, he used multispectral IKONOS (4m) and
multispectral Landsat (30m) imagery data as input. The results showed a high accuracy of highresolution imagery in tracing cover classes, identifying smaller patches and shapes in contrast
with the lower ones. So, he suggests high-resolution imagery, permitting decent accuracies in
conservation forest loss evaluation applications, but access to low-cost, multiband and highresolution data is necessary.
Vegetation indices, besides their capabilities in evaluating vegetation health, can have an effect
in the image classification process. In Naji’s (2018), “Study of vegetation cover distribution using
DVI, PVI, WDVI indices with 2D-space plot” study, the use of vegetation indices is examined the
detection and monitoring of vegetation’s distribution and health status in 2001 and 2002, north
of Baghdad, Iraq. The application of the vegetation indices pointed out the vegetated areas from
the image background and he calculated the percentages of the classes for the examined two
years. The results of the DVI-index were better than the other indices.
As a parameter for many applications, tree health was mainly derived from field surveys, but
nowadays, the use of multispectral remote sensing data and GIS techniques can determine tree
health status. In Xiao’s and Mcpherson’s (2005), “Tree health mapping with multispectral remote
sensing data at UC Davis, California” study, almost 9,000 tree health conditions were mapped at
a pixel and whole tree scale. The first approach was based on the classification of each pixel of
the tree crown into health or not healthy, with the help of vegetation index values. Similarly, the
second approach was based on the classification and ratio of healthy pixels to the entire tree
crown pixels. An accuracy assessment was carried out based on a random sample of around 1,200
trees. Healthy trees were classified presenting an index value above 70%. Both approaches
showed that 86% of the trees on the study area were classified as healthy.
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4.2 Input Data
This part of the chapter includes all the data used as input, as well as the validation data, for this
thesis case study.
Satellite Data:
High-resolution satellite datasets, becoming available due to innovating breakthroughs, promise
high level of accuracy of land cover classifications and analyses. Unfortunately, though they could
not be acquired with ease and in most cases, they are expensive for ordinary user to use (Boyle
et al., 2014).
Satellite information is being used now by various users, the government, as well as institutions
and the private sector. Many applications in The Netherlands are demanding imagery data of
higher resolution than those provided by the Copernicus programme. Risk analyses, deformation
monitoring, forest fire outbreak damages and more, are examples of governments’ audits sectors
of use. In addition, a great number of farmers need this kind of data for more efficient irrigation
schemes, to reevaluate usage of pesticides and to enhance soil and land fertility. In agriculture
the data is also used to predict produce and to manage logistics (Netherlands Space Office).
The Netherlands Space Office (NSO) is the space agency of the Dutch government. It was
established in 2009 and its main task is to advise upon and realize Dutch space policy. Since 2015,
some satellite data has been made available free of charge via the European Copernicus
programme. The NSO, financed by the government, made this available as open data via the
Satellite Data Portal (satellietdataportaal.nl).
The Satellite Data Portal provides satellite data (optical and radar) from the Netherlands to the
users. The portal offers free access to pre-processed, ready to use, high-resolution optical
satellite imagery from the Netherlands. This pre-processed data is primarily intended for a large
group of GIS users who have no experience in processing satellite data but would like to apply it.
This also eliminates a great amount of time-consuming workload. The data is available as web
services and can also be downloaded by Dutch users. This means that the data are downloadable
by users who live in The Netherlands and can provide a real living address (Netherlands Space
Office, spaceoffice.nl).
The available spatial resolutions provided by the portal are: 10m, 6m, 4.8m, 1.5m, 0.8m and
0.5m. The research topic demands very high spatial resolution imagery data, thus the chosen
sensors for this study were: the TripleSat Satellite Sensor (0.8m) and the SuperView-1 Satellite
Sensor (0.5m).
TripleSat Constellation
The TripleSat/DMC3 Constellation was successfully launch on the 10th of July 2015 from Dhawan
Space Centre, Sriharikota, India. It consists of three (3) identical optical earth observation
satellites, which makes it possible to target anywhere on earth once per day. It delivers imagery
with 0.8m panchromatic and 3.2m 4-band (Red-Green-Blue-NIR) multispectral high-resolution,
on a swath of 23.4 km. (Satellite Imaging Corporation)
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SuperView-1
SuperView-1 satellite sensor is a Chinese remote sensing satellite operated by Beijing Space View
Technology Co. Ltd., China, and it was launched on the 9th of January 2018 on a Long March 2D
vehicle from Taiyuan Satellite Launch Center (TSLC) in China. It offers imagery with 0.5m
panchromatic resolution and 2m 4-band (Red-Green-Blue-NIR) multispectral resolution, on a
swath of 12 km (Satellite Imaging Corporation).

Figure 6: TripleSat Satellite Sensor panchromatic image product.

Figure 7: TripleSat Satellite Sensor (left) and SuperView-1 Satellite Sensor (right) panchromatic resolution products.

The selection of the individual images was performed depended on the availability of the data,
matching the predefined searching criteria, such as location of interest and acquisition date. The
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available imagery of the TripleSat were from 2017 and 2018, while the imagery of the SuperView1 only from 2019. Species of trees including the Fraxinus excelsior and other cultivars show a full
foliage canopy during the summer period. Taking this into consideration, the selected images for
the study were captured between June till August (last week of May and first week of September
in some cases). In addition, each image was visually examined for cloud coverage in order not to
be selected if the study areas were either entirely or partially covered by clouds or were
shadowed by them.
Meteo Data:
Nowadays, meteo and weather data are open and available through many online sources and
organizations. Satellite observations and weather stations on the surface of the earth, equipped
with a variety of gauges and instruments, have created large datasets of weather and climate
information during the decades. Such data are mostly available as spreadsheets and
multidimensional scientific data formats, such as netCDF files, and raster files, in a variety of grid
sizes, e.g. 1.0x1.0 km. This kind of information can be temperature, levels of humidity and
precipitation, solar radiation, wind speed and direction, atmospheric pressure and more. With
this amount of historical data, a user can examine the present of trends or important weather
events in a period of years or months (30 days) or just the weather conditions, of a certain time
of a day and place. On the other hand, weather forecasting is relying on the study of the historical
data and computer-based models can give future predictions by examining patterns and running
simulations (Buszta & Mazurkiewicz, 2015, Khalid et al., 2017).
NASA has the largest web-based browser of weather and climate data. Through a number of
research programs, NASA has built a library of long-term climatologically averaged estimates of
meteorological quantities. These datasets and available through its Prediction of Worldwide
Energy Resource (POWER) project, initiated to improve upon the current renewable energy data
set and to create new data sets from new satellite systems, targeting in three areas: Renewable
Energy, Sustainable Buildings and Agroclimatology. (power.larc.nasa.gov)
The acquisition of our weather data for this study was made through the Data Access Viewer
application of the POWER project, which is a responsive web mapping application, providing data
subsetting, charting and visualization tools. In order to retrieve your weather data, a criteria
panel must be filled in. By selecting a point on the map, you specify your location of interest. The
user needs to select the Parameters in which he/she is interested in. In our case study we only
selected the Precipitation and the Relative Humidity (at 2 meters above the surface of the earth).
Then, the Time Extent can be defined. In this study, a variety of extents were selected for each
study area, relating to the particular dates and periods interested in, presented in the
Methodology part for Research Question 3. Afterwards, the user needs to choose a Temporal
Average between the three: Daily, Interannual and Climatology. We chose the Daily option, in
where the Precipitation parameter is defined as the daily average rain rate (mm), and the Relative
Humidity parameter, defined as the ratio of actual partial press of water vapor to the partial
pressure at saturation, expressed in percent (%). Finally, the output file format is selected, and
the request is submitted. The process of the submission is performed instantly, and the results
are shown within seconds.
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Figure 8: POWER Data Access Viewer application window.

Validation Data:
Validation data for the provenance trial area near Zwolle and the two seed orchard areas in
Zeewolde, were given by the researchers from the CGN, Wageningen University & Research.
The Zwolle data include a handmade drawing aerial map of the study area depicting the set-up
of the Windesheim trial area, as seen in Figure 9. There are 3 blocks (Block 1 in red, Block 2 in
green, Block 3 in blue) in which the same provenances or halfsibs are planted.

Figure 9: Windesheim provenance trial area near Zwolle set-up drawing.
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The data also include two Excel files which contain the tree health scale values (monitored in
2017 and 2019) for the same blocks with the planted grid set-up. Each cell contains 25 trees of
each selection planted 5 by 5 in numbers and the planting distance between them is 1.5 by 1.5
m. In Figure 10 below you can see a subset of the Excel sheet, depicting cells of planted trees
with their health scale values. Value 0 means that the tree has died, value 1 means very severe
infection, value 2 severe infection, value 3 medium infection, value 4 weak infection and value 5
means no infection.

Figure 10: Excel file subset depicting tree crown and collar health scale for each cell.

The Zeewolde data include an Excel file in a similar format with Zwolle’s as seen in Figure 11
below, and a second one with the health scores per clone. Here, another protocol was used.
Health scale values were between 0 and 7, where 0 means healthy and 7 seriously affected.
Measurements were taken in 2011 and 2015.

Figure 11: Excel file subset depicting plant scheme.

The given data also included two PDF files showing maps with the orientation of the two seed
orchards regarding the labelled tree clones (example in Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Zeewolde - North study area (Vaartbos02) plant scheme orientation map.

4.3 Methodology Flowchart
This part of the chapter presents the methodology flowchart and describe the steps taken in
order to answer each research question.
The methodology is formulated based on a literature review, examining current knowledge and
theoretical and methodological findings of other similar studies, in the particular topic. This
review helped in the selection of the methods going to be used in this study, but also played a
key role in the determination of the input data. It has to be noted that limitations to the study
and accuracy are occurred due to the availability of the data which are also mentioned in the
Discussion chapter of the report.
The flowchart in Figure 13 is used as a basic structure for this study. The purple rectangles contain
the data sources and input data, the yellow rectangles indicate the process step and the
parallelograms indicate the final result output answering a research question.
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Figure 13: Flowchart (created in Flowchart Maker & Online Diagram Software - www.draw.io)

Research Question 1:
Before actually start working on giving an answer to the first research question, some preliminary
steps were made, including the creation of the workspace, a File Geodatabase and setting the
environments in ArcGIS Pro. In addition, for some processes, the creation of models was required
for time efficiency purposes, found in the ThesisToolbox. The input data were also downloaded
without needing any preprocessing step, stored in the Input_Data folder. As the Netherlands
Space Office stated, the portal offers ready-to-use data.
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Feature Class Creation
First step of this research questions is to create the extend for all four study areas within ArcGIS
Pro. Each image was imported, and a New Feature Class was created. The procedure is very
simple, inserting the name of the class, selecting the feature class type, which in our case is a
polygon, and then RD New was selected as the coordinate system. Lastly, no additional attribute
fields were necessary to be added. The feature class, once is created, is empty, so the digitization
part follows next. Using the digitization tools in the Edit tab, we started creating the polygon
around the study area. Due to small variations of the actual position of the provenance trial area,
seed stands and orchards, occurring by the satellites capturing positions and tilts in the examined
dates or projection errors from the Netherlands Space Office, the extend was intentionally drawn
slightly bigger in order to include the study area for each case by all means. To achieve this, within
the Create button, vertices were edited to finalize the study area extend. For example,
Loerbeek_Study_Area_Extend, found in the Thesis_GDB.gdb, is the created feature class for
Loerbeek study area.
Raster Clipping
The input images, depending on each resolution (pixel size), was ranging between 500 Megabytes
(MB) to 12 Gigabytes (GB), meaning great need of system resources and large computation times
for each process. The previous step was necessary in order to perform the extraction of each
study area only, as a raster file, without the surrounding area captured in a single image. A model
for this task was created (a1RasterClipping), using the tool Clip Raster, in which you select the
input raster file and the output extend, which is the study area extend feature class drawn in the
previous step and use it as a clipping geometry. Running this model, all subsets of the study areas
of all input images are created.

Figure 14: Loerbeek study area extend clip using the a1RasterClipping model.
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Calculation of Vegetation Indices
The next step is the core process for answering the first research question. The vegetation indices
(VIs) and formulas calculated in this study are shown in Table 1 and Table 2, which can be found
in Appendix 2. They were used in previous studies, such as in Murfitt et al. (2016), in order to
evaluate vegetation health. In their case, Worldview-2 imagery data were used, calculating also
vegetation indices requiring the Yellow and RedEdge bands. These VIs will not be calculated in
this case study because the systems of our input data do not support them. The calculation of
the vegetation indices in Table 2 require only RGB bands. In the study of Hu et al., 2014, RGB
based VIs were used in order to separate healthy and unhealthy ash trees.
The tool used to calculate the indices is called Band Arithmetic Function found in the Raster
Function button within the Imagery tab. The tool includes predefined formulas concerning
vegetation, soil water, geology and landscape cases, but gives also the option to calculate userdefined expressions. For the pre-defined formulas, it was only necessary to indicate the band
indexes because the formula was already set. The predefined formulas were the NDVI, GNDVI,
EVI and the VARI. The rest of study’s vegetation indices needed to be inserted manually as shown
at Figure 15. The calculation of the vegetation indices requires only a raster file which contains
the bands, Red, Green, Blue, Near Infrared (NIR) and more, to fill the index formula. The
expression should be a space-delimited list, prepending the band number with a B or b.

Figure 15: Example calculation of the Normalized NIR (NORM NIR) index.
B2 indicates Green band, B3 indicates Red band, B4 indicates NIR band.

Segmentation
The step described in the following paragraphs assists with the better recognition of the tree’s
crown boundaries in the images, in order to separate low vegetation and grasslands from our
case study’s Ash trees. Many studies are using segmentation software other than ArcGIS Pro, and
input data like airborne LiDAR pointclouds in combination with very high-resolution optical
imagery, such as in Qin et al. (2014) study, for individual tree segmentation. Our study uses only
ArcGIS software, so the segmentation capabilities are limited. Image Classification Wizard, within
ArcGIS Pro’s Imagery tab, provides a whole workflow involving multiple steps like, segmentation,
training sample selection, training, classifying and assessing accuracy, in order to perform an
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image classification. Although, the most important step used, was the segmentation part.
Segmentation is a component of the object-based classification, grouping neighbouring pixels
that have similar color values and certain shape characteristics. To achieve this, there are three
parameters which control how the images is segmented, the Spectral Detail, the Spatial Detail
and the Minimum Segment Size.
Valid values for the Spectral and Spatial Detail range between 1 and 20. A higher Spectral Detail
value is needed when the image contains features with similar spectral characteristics and the
user wants to classify them separately. So, it controls the level of importance given to the spectral
differences of the features. A higher Spatial Detail value means that the user wants to separate
the features of the image in which they are small and clustered together. So, this parameter
controls the level of importance given to the proximity between the features. According to the
Minimum Segmented Size parameter value (in pixels), segments smaller than the user’s choice,
are merged with their best fitting neighbour segment (ArcGIS Pro Help, Esri). By setting higher
values into the two parameters, the processing time increases, depending on the size of the
raster files. In addition, it affects the sensitivity of the process, extracting more detailed and a
larger number of objects from the images.
Concerning the study areas of this thesis report, different parameter values were selected in
order to achieve optimal segmentation results for each one. Factors which influenced the
different selections were the study area’s VIs value range and the variety of elements present in
the subset images (trees, grassland, bare soil, road, developed areas). For this process, the image
on which the segmentation was performed was the Difference Vegetation Index (DVI) image due
to the high image detail given by this particular vegetation index, in relation to the rest calculated.
It needs to be mentioned that for the study area of Zeewolde (South), the DVI 2018 image was
used. The reason was the need for the creation of the segmentation for both parts of the seed
stand area. On the other hand, the DVI 2019 images were used for the study areas of Zwolle. The
main reason for this choice was the higher resolution of the 2019 images. To be more specific, all
segmentation parameter values are depicted in Table 1 below as well as a segmentation example
parameter window.

Table 1: Spectral Detail, Spatial Detail and Minimum Segment Size parameter values.
Study Area
Spectral Detail
Spatial Detail
Minimum Segment Size
Zwolle
15.5
8
160
Loerbeek
15.5
5
180
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Figure 16: Segmentation parameters example (Zwolle study area).

Raster to Polygon
All raster segmentation files were converted into polygon feature classes and stored in the
Thesis_GDB.gdb geodatabase. In this way, the file can be further processed easily (edit, manage
relationship classes, exportation, etc.), without the limitation of a raster file, once the feature
classes themselves contain geographic features of the same geometry (polygons). This task was
performed using the Raster to Polygon tool, using the raster segmentation file as input raster,
and Value for the field parameter. In addition, the Simplify Polygon option was left unchecked in
order for the edge of the polygons to conform exactly to the input raster's cell edges. With this
option, converting the resulting polygon feature class back to a raster would produce a raster the
same as the original.
The final step answering the research question is the selection of the index or indices calculated,
giving the best results, visually and supported also by literature. The final selection was made by
comparing the different results and statistics, testing different parameters such as Stretch Type,
identifying some kind of anomaly of the tree’s health.
Normalized Range Values
After the calculation of the vegetation indices, and the selection of the best ones, each index
output image had a different range of values. For example, the values of the Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index range from -1 to 1, where values above zero represent areas with
vegetation, while values below zero correspond to non-vegetated areas, developed areas or
water surfaces (Holben, 1986; Vermote, 2013). On the other hand, the Difference Vegetation
Index values, in our case, range from -438 to 4000. In order to achieve a user-friendly outcome,
all value ranges of the final indices were reclassified to the same scale. To achieve this, the Fuzzy
Membership tool was used. This tool transforms the input raster into a 0 to 1 scale. The
membership type for the transformation was set to Linear and the Hedge to None.
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Figure 17: Fuzzy Membership parameters example (Texel study area).

Finally, the 0 to 1 scale was converted to an ordinal scale, shown to all following vegetation index
images. The number of classes of the ordinal scale was set to five (5), as shown on Table 2 below.
Ordinal class, such as ‘No Vegetation’ could include subclasses of Developed Area and Water
Bodies and class ‘Bare Area’ could include subclasses of Bare Soil Areas and other low index value
areas and elements. The three Vegetation classes represent the level of healthy green vegetation,
including grasslands, low and high vegetation.
Table 2: Reclassification ordinal scale.
Proposed Range
0 - 0.2
0.2 - 0.4
0.4 - 0.6
0.6 - 0.8
0.8 - 1

Class Name
No Vegetation
Bare Area
Low Vegetation
Moderate Vegetation
High Vegetation

Research Question 2:
This research question gives an answer on whether the fluctuations of the vegetation indices
during the examined three-year span, could mean presence of the fungus. The main process of
the research question is a temporal analysis performed on the best VI images, selected in the
previous research question, using all 2017, 2018 and 2019 timestamps.
This analysis was carried out by inspecting the images visually but also by examining the range
and values of the vegetation indices through their statistics and graphs such as histograms and
scatterplots. It needs to be noted again that the vegetation indices used, are able to evaluate
vegetation health with which conclusions can be drawn. This step includes also the use of the
validation data given by the tree experts and the administrators of the study areas as supportive
material to the decisions.
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Zwolle:
Georeferencing
Concerning the provenance trial area near Zwolle, besides the health values data of the trees,
the areas set-up drawing was used. More specifically, for a more accurate visual examination,
the drawing was georeferenced with the help of the 2019 Zwolle RGB image, as it is the one with
the highest resolution. This step was also performed in ArcGIS Pro using the Georeference
function in the Imagery tab. Control points were added through the Add Control Points button,
linking the same point from the source layer (drawing) to the target raster (RGB image). The 1st
Order Polynomial Transformation (Affine) was then selected as the geometric transformation,
which requires the use of at least 3 control points. The Affine transformation, used to
georeference the set-up drawing, is also suitable for maps of flat landscapes and not for
mountainous terrain areas (Düzgün; Demirel, 2011). Control points need to be selected in welldefined positions, such us mountain peaks or man-made structures and road junctions. These
kinds of positions are easy to be identified from satellite or UAV orthophotos (Zhu et al., 2008).
A control points table was also exported.
Feature Class Creation
A new polygon Feature Class was created. The name of the class was set to Source_Drawing, and
then the selected feature class type, which in our case is a polygon, and then RD New was
selected as the coordinate system. Lastly, two additional attribute fields were necessary to be
added. The first was named Block, a short integer number identifying to which block the polygon
belongs and the second was name Cell, a text data type, identifying to which cell it is. The feature
class, once is created, is empty, so the digitization part follows next. Using the digitization tools
in the Edit tab, we started creating the polygons in each block.
Excel Data Process
For the analysis, the study only used the values concerning the tree crown health. It has to be
noted once more that value 0 means the tree has died, value 1 means very severe infection, value
2 severe infection, value 3 medium infection, value 4 weak infection and value 5 means no
infection. After processing the files and removing unwanted line values, a conditional formatting
was performed in order to arrange the health values on a coloramp to get a first visual impression
of each tree’s health status, as seen at the example in Figure 18 below.

Figure 18: Conditional formatting of tree crown health score (2019) in Excel.
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Because of the small size of the trees and therefore, of the cells, it is more wise to calculate an
average health value per cell. From a spatial point of view, this step gives information for an area
of approximately 36 square meters (6x6m).
The minimum average value for 2017 data is -1 and the maximum is 1.44, whereas for the 2019
data, the minimum value is -1 and the maximum is 0.84. Because the data for each year are in
separate Excel files, it is necessary to harmonize the values, in order to have the same coloramp
scale applied for all values. Otherwise, Excel will classify 2019 health values in a different
distribution, than of that of the 2017, because of the different upper limit (Max value). In order
to achieve this harmonized scale, the minimum and maximum values of the 2017 health data
were typed in 2 indicated empty cells, at the bottom-right of the 2019 health data Excel sheet,
resulting to an equal conditional formatting and color classification.

Figure 19: Average health values per cell. 2017 (left) and 2019 (right) calculation in Excel (seen rotated 90o right).

Add Health Values to Feature Class
All average health values per cell were manually filled in two new fields created named
Health2017 and Health2019, with Float as the data type. In order to visualize these values, it was
necessary to be normalized, because once more, the maximum values of the 2017 and 2019 were
different, and the indication of these in separate elements, like was done in Excel. Therefore, two
new fields were added to the Source_Drawing feature class, Normalized2017 and
Normalized2019, both Float data type as well. The expression for the normalization requires the
minimum and maximum value of each value range. Both are known either from specific function
in Excel or within the Statistics option within the Attribute table in ArcGIS Pro. To fill in the new
fields, the Calculate Field option was used, using the general expression: (Field – Min.Value) /
(Max.Value – Min.Value). The field calculation for the normalized 2017 health values can be seen
in the figure below.
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Figure 20: Field calculation window. Normalized 2017 health value expression.

Zeewolde:
Unfortunately, there is no drawing or other digital file depicting the Vaartbos01 and Vaartbos02
set-up area. A kind of a plant scheme is only available in one of the validation data Excel files, but
it is not enough in order to overlay the cell/tree set-up on the satellite images and obtain a decent
and accurate spatial base layer to work on, like it was done with the source drawing for Zwolle
study area. In this case, the validation data were processed in such a level in which we can get a
spatial idea of the tree’s health, limited in the Excel file.
Excel Data Process
The tree health values, as stated in the Input Data chapter, are related to the 2011 and 2015
monitoring. The 2015 data only are more useful for this study, in which they will show
vegetation’s health status two years before our three-year examining period. In order to achieve
a spatial picture of the tree’s health, performing again a conditional formatting, the health score
values for the second Excel file were link to the first one (plant scheme). In this way, all
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information is stored in a single file and can be visualized. The same procedure was followed for
both Vaartbos 01 and Vaartbos02.
It must be noted again that for the study area of Zeewolde - South (Vaartbos01), the actual
temporal analysis was limited to the 2017 and 2018 years, due to the fact that the trees were cut
down a few days earlier of the image acquisition date.
Research Question 3:
The last question tries to show if the emergence of the fungus is related to the humid years. It is
known that the fungus thrives in humid environments and weather conditions and humidity
seems to be a driver of the fungus. So, this question examines the increased, decreased or stable
presence of the fungus throughout the three-year span.
First though, the sub question needs to be answered. All three examined years must be
characterized as humid or dry, depending on the weather conditions occurred in The Netherlands
and especially in the four study areas. As it was said again previously, most attention will be given
on the characterization of the full foliage canopy period of the Fraxineus excelsior but also in the
existence of short or long periods of humidity before the dates of the captured images.
Nowadays, there are many sources online, providing weather data and information about the
meteorological conditions in a certain area, for the current time but also in the past. Such data
were used in this sub research question in order to define a humid year and subsequently, a
humid or not, full foliage canopy period (summer period).
From a statistic point of view, factors like precipitation and relative humidity levels where
examined, with the use of tables and graphs comparison. To see if there is a significant impact of
humid years (periods) to the emergence of the fungus, we need to see what the relation they
have with the answer of the previous research question and the validation data is. Graphs and
tables will be the main result outcomes.

5. Results
This chapter shows the results for each research question of the thesis report. The results are
given mostly in images, tables and graphs with a short explanation.

5.1 RQ1
Calculation of Vegetation Indices
All vegetation indices shown in Table 19 and 20 in Appendix 2 were calculated using the
appropriate tools within ArcGIS Pro software. The next figures show the results of the calculated
vegetation indices, in alphabetical order, grouped by study area. It must be noted that for the
visualization of all raster layers, Standard Deviation was selected as the Stretch Type, and 2 as
the number of standard deviations. Lastly, Gamma contrast was set to 1.0 (default) once the
raster layers are containing index values distributed on a coloramp and not an RGB aerial image
such as a True color image in order to increase or decrease darker areas or elevation detail. A
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red-yellow-green (continuous) color scheme was used, scaling from no vegetation/low-health
vegetation to high-health vegetation.
All calculated indices for each study area can be found in the subfolders of the RQ1_Results
folder.
Zwolle
DVI

EVI

GNDVI

IPVI

NDVI

NormNIR

RVI

GI

ExGI

VARI

VNDVI

Figure 21: Calculated vegetation indices. Zwolle (2019) study area (Windesheim).
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Zeewolde – North (Vaartbos02)
DVI

EVI

GNDVI

IPVI

NDVI

NormNIR

RVI

GI

ExGI

VARI

VNDVI

Figure 22: Calculated vegetation indices. Zeewolde - north (2019) study area (Vaartbos02).
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Zeewolde – South (Vaartbos01)
DVI

EVI

GNDVI

IPVI

NDVI

NormNIR

RVI

GI

ExGI

VARI

VNDVI

Figure 23: Calculated vegetation indices. Zeewolde - south (2018) study area (Vaartbos01).

Segmentation
This section presents the segmentation results of the study area images. Figures 24-26 below
show the RGB image of the study area next to the segmented image. It must be noted again that
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for the visualization of all raster layers, Standard Deviation was selected as the Stretch Type, and
2 as the number of standard deviations. Lastly, Gamma contrast was set to 1.0 (default) to all
RGB and segmented images. A red-yellow-green (continuous) color scheme was used, scaling
from no vegetation/low-health vegetation to high-health vegetation. It must be noted again that
this step was performed in order to gain a clearer extraction of vegetation “zones”. Extracting
individual tree crowns was not the intention, given the factors of plantation patterns, tree
shadow effects, image resolution and software capabilities.
Zwolle

Figure 24: Zwolle study area segmentation result.

Zeewolde

Figure 25: Zeewolde – north (Vaartbos02) study area segmentation result.

Figure 26: Zeewolde – south (Vaartbos01) study area segmentation result.
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Final Vegetation Indices Selection
After the calculation of all vegetation indices and their segmentation, the last stage was to select
those which give the best results for the study areas. The figures below show the selected final
vegetation indices (of 2019). The final vegetation indices are the NDVI, DVI, GNDVI, NormNIR and
VNDVI and their formulas can be found in Table 1 and Table 2 in Appendix 2. It must be noted
that because of the different scale values of some indices, all scales were normalized within
ArcGIS Pro.
For the visualization of all raster layers, Standard Deviation was selected as the Stretch Type, and
2 as the number of standard deviations. In addition, Gamma contrast was set to 1.0 (default)
once the raster layers are containing index values distributed on a coloramp and not an RGB
aerial image such as a True color image in order to increase or decrease darker areas or elevation
detail. A red-yellow-green (continuous) color scheme was used, scaling from no vegetation/lowhealth vegetation to high-health vegetation.
The final vegetation indices selected for each study area can be found in the sub folder called
a3BestVegIndices. The normalized scale indices for each study area can be found in the sub folder
called a4FuzzyMemRasters.
Zwolle

Figure 27: Zwolle (2019) best vegetation indices results.
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Zeewolde

Figure 28: Zeewolde - North (Varrtbos02) (2019) best vegetation indices results.

Figure 29: Zeewolde - South (Varrtbos01) (2018) best vegetation indices results.
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5.2 RQ2
For the temporal analysis of the second research question, the best vegetation indices were
selected and examined in the available three-year timespan, from 2017 to 2019. This section
presents the comparison of the vegetation indices results in images of triads, grouped for each
study area. It must be noted that values presented in the following tables are not the normalized
ones, but the originals (raw), after the calculation of the indices. Not all vegetation indices are
shown.
All results for this research question can be found in the RQ2_Results folder.
Zwolle

Figure 30: Comparison 3-year DVI values of Zwolle study area.

Table 3: DVI 3-year statistics comparison of Zwolle study area (Original Values).
2017
2018
2019
MIN
327
64
45
MAX
1681
1755
1577
MEAN
840.18
675.33
732.50
STD.DEV
214.05
243.86
223.96

Figure 31: Comparison 3-year GNDVI values of Zwolle study area.
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Table 4: GDVI 3-year statistics comparison of Zwolle study area (Original Values).
2017
2018
2019
MIN
0.09
-0.21
-0.32
MAX
0.50
0.53
0.65
MEAN
0.30
0.28
0.48
STD.DEV
0.06
0.09
0.07

Figure 32: Comparison 3-year NDVI values of Zwolle study area.

Table 5: NDVI 3-year statistics comparison of Zwolle study area (Original Values).
2017
2018
2019
MIN
0.26
0.11
0.40
MAX
0.69
0.69
0.99
MEAN
0.49
0.46
0.64
STD.DEV
0.06
0.08
0.05

Figure 33: Comparison 3-year NormNIR values of Zwolle study area.
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Table 6: NormNIR 3-year statistics comparison of Zwolle study area (Original Values).
2017
2018
2019
MIN
0.41
0.30
0.30
MAX
0.66
0.66
0.74
MEAN
0.53
0.52
0.64
STD.DEV
0.04
0.05
0.04

Figure 34: Comparison 3-year NormNIR values of Zwolle study area.

Table 7: VNDVI 3-year statistics comparison of Zwolle study area (Original Values).
2017
2018
2019
MIN
0.15
0.05
0.09
MAX
0.31
0.43
0.98
MEAN
0.23
0.20
0.23
STD.DEV
0.02
0.05
0.05

Georeference
Georeferencing an image includes three steps, move, scale and rotate. Selecting the control
points resulted to the transformation of the source drawing, moving it to the right location in the
right coordinate system, scale it in size and lastly tilt as it can be seen in Figure 35 below.
The georeference source drawing can be found in the folder Validation_Data.
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Figure 35: Georeferenced source set-up drawing overlaid on Zwolle’s RGB satellite image (transparent).

The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), as stated by Moses and Devadas, 2012, “is a measure of
precision and used to determine accuracy of the transformation from one system to another
system of coordinates”. It shows the deviations of all control points from their calculated
locations. The control points table is shown in Figure 36. Affine transformation used to
georeference the set-up drawing is also suitable for maps of flat landscapes and not for
mountainous terrain areas (Düzgün; Demirel, 2011). Errors or residuals can occur when using
more than tree control points but you must add more in order to balance the impact of inaccurate
points. So, even though the possibility of a transformation error increase can occur with the use
of more points, the overall accuracy will increase as well (ArcGIS Pro Help, Esri). In our process, it
can be seen that the third and fourth control point show a much bigger inaccuracy.

Figure 36: Georeferencing process Root Mean Square Error values (screenshot).
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Digitization of Cells

Figure 37: Digitization of block cells (labelled).

Normalized Health Values
After the conditional formatting of the average health values on the Excel sheets, it was decided
to import these values to the vectorized block cells feature class in order to get a spatial view of
the classified data. The result can be seen in Figure 38 below. The symbology used for presenting
the normalized health values for both monitored 2017 and 2019 years was a graduated coloramp
with defined intervals (0.2 step), forming 5 classes.

Figure 38: Normalized health values per cell for 2017 (left) and 2019 (right).
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Zeewolde
It must be noted again that for the study area of Zeewolde – south (Vaartbos01), the temporal
analysis was limited to the 2017 and 2018 years, due to the fact that the trees were cut down a
few days earlier of the 2019 image acquisition date, as it can be seen in the figures below. The
statistics though were calculated including the Vaartbos01.

Figure 39: Comparison 3-year DVI values of Zeewolde study area.

Table 8: DVI 3-year statistics comparison of Zeewolde study area (Original Values).
2017
2018
2019
MIN
-1
-438
70
MAX
1569
2313
1186
MEAN
659.32
1051.18
568
STD.DEV
281.86
363.39
271.47
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Figure 40: Comparison 3-year GDVI values of Zeewolde study area.

Table 9: GDVI 3-year statistics comparison of Zeewolde study area (Original Values).
2017
2018
2019
MIN
-0.13
-1.00
-0.06
MAX
0.52
0.62
0.57
MEAN
0.26
0.40
0.35
STD.DEV
0.10
0.12
0.15

Figure 41: Comparison 3-year NDVI values of Zeewolde study area.
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Table 10: NDVI 3-year statistics comparison of Zeewolde study area (Original Values).
2017
2018
2019
MIN
0.00
-0.99
0.14
MAX
0.69
0.88
0.79
MEAN
0.45
0.58
0.47
STD.DEV
0.10
0.12
0.17

Figure 42: Comparison 3-year NormNIR values of Zeewolde study area.

Table 11: NormNIR 3-year statistics comparison of Zeewolde study area (Original Values).
2017
2018
2019
MIN
0.31
0.00
0.35
MAX
0.66
0.74
0.68
MEAN
0.51
0.60
0.55
STD.DEV
0.06
0.07
0.09
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Figure 43: Comparison 3-year VNDVI values of Zeewolde study area.

Table 12: VNDVI 3-year statistics comparison of Zeewolde study area (Original Values).
2017
2018
2019
MIN
0.04
-0.10
0.04
MAX
0.30
0.73
0.66
MEAN
0.21
0.24
0.15
STD.DEV
0.02
0.08
0.05

Excel File Health Values
A different approach was followed concerning the Zeewolde validation data, due to the
availability. The Figures 44 and 45 below show the spatial tree health values result of the
Vaartbos01 and Vaartbos02 areas in Zeewolde after the processing of the two validation Excel
files.
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Figure 44: Vaartbos01 spatial tree health values (2015) result (seen rotated by approx. 135o right).

Figure 45: Vaartbos02 spatial tree health values (2015) result (seen rotated by approx. 135o right).

5.3 RQ3
In order to give an answer to the sub research question, factors like relative humidity levels and
precipitation were processed, giving the tables and graphs below. The time period levels of the
examination and process were the day of the image acquisition, the full foliage canopy period
(Summer period, 20th May – 10th Sept), the Autumn and winter periods (22th Sept – 20th Mar) and
the past years (2014 to 2018). The selection of colours in the precipitation and humidity graphs
between the years was made randomly. The selection of colours in the Interannual precipitation
and humidity values tables was a personal choice.
All result exports for this research question can be found in the RQ3_Results folder.
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Day of acquisition:
Table 13: Average Precipitation and Relative Humidity levels on acquisitions dates of satellite images.

Zwolle
Acquisition
Date
29/05/2017
03/08/2018
23/07/2019

Precipitation
(mm)
0.49
0
0

Zeewolde
Relative
Humidity (%)
76.04
65.36
60.5

Acquisition
Date
23/08/2017
30/06/2018
26/07/2019

Precipitation
(mm)
0.02
0.03
0.53

Relative
Humidity (%)
73.97
67.81
61.79

Summer period:
Zwolle
The maximum average precipitation for 2017 was seen on the 8th of September with a value of
26.03 mm, with the second largest to be 22.33 mm on the 12th of July. Concerning the year 2018,
the maximum average precipitation was on the 27th of May (17.45 mm), where the majority of
the days in June, July and August to present an average less than 1 mm. In addition, in 2019, the
maximum average value was only 6.96 mm, though there were more than 15 days within the
period with a daily average of 4.00+ mm. The averages for the three years were 2.53 mm, 1.37
mm and 1.37 mm.
Concerning the relative humidity levels, for the year 2017 there was a minimum average of 72%
and a maximum of 94%, where for the year 2018, it was 52% and 89% respectively. In 2019, the
minimum average was 54% and the maximum 86%. The average relative humidity levels for the
period were 75%, 73% and 69% respectively.

Precipitation levels during summer periods
25
15
10
5

2018

2019

Figure 46: Average day precipitation 3-year comparison.
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Figure 47: Average day relative humidity level 3-year comparison.

Zeewolde
The maximum average precipitation for 2017 is found again in early September (29.45 mm), with
another 3 days of a daily average precipitation above 20 mm, one for each month (June, July,
August). For 2018, the maximum average drops significantly to 11.59 mm on the 29th of May. In
2019, the value raises again to 19.08 mm with the second largest to be 18.57 mm. It is important
to mention that the rest values in the period show to be below 7.93 mm. The averages of the
three years are: 2.75 mm, 1.43 mm and 1.86 mm.
Concerning the relative humidity levels, they seem to be equally distributed throughout the years
with almost identical averages. More specifically, the minimum average values are 63%, 53% and
58% and the maximum average values are 93%, 90% and 88%. The averages fluctuate from 76%
to 71%.

2018

2019

Figure 48: Average day precipitation 3-year comparison.
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Figure 49: Average day relative humidity level 3-year comparison.

Autumn and Winter periods:
Zwolle
The maximum average precipitation for a period of around 165 days for 2017 was 17.25 mm with
an average of 1.97 mm, where in 2018, the period seems to be rainier, with a maximum average
rainfall value of 20.14 mm and an average of 2.3 mm. On the other hand, the maximum average
value drops to 18.42 mm, showing an average of 2.17 mm.
Concerning the relative humidity statistics, the minimum average for the period in 2017 was 69%
and the maximum 100%. The same values for 2018 were 63% and 99% respectively. Contrarily,
the minimum average of the relative humidity for 2019 was 55% and the maximum 99% like the
previous year. All three years are showing high average relative humidity levels, in a daily basis,
from late October till early February, especially during the year 2018. The averages for the three
years were 89%, 89% and 86% respectively.

2017

2018

2019

Figure 50: Average day precipitation 3-year comparison.
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Figure 51: Average day relative humidity level 3-year comparison.

Zeewolde
The maximum average precipitation value for 2017 was 17.52 mm with an average of 2.02 mm,
where for 2018, the maximum average value drops to 15.39 mm but the average increases to 2.3
mm. For 2019, both maximum average and average values are on the same levels of 2017, with
19 days of zero precipitation.
Concerning the relative humidity levels, the minimum average value for 2017 was just above
70%, for 2018 was 65% and for 2019 was 61%. For all three years, the maximum average was
100%. The three averages were around 88%.
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Figure 52: Average day precipitation 3-year comparison.
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Figure 53: Average day relative humidity level 3-year comparison.

Past years:
Zwolle
The monthly average daily rain rate for Zwolle study area can be found in the table below. Values
marked in green are those below 30 mm and those in orange are above 100 mm. High values of
precipitation for a small period of time have a positive impact on the ash trees and low values for
a large period have negative impact on the ash trees health (drought event). It is clear that the
year 2018 contains more lowest averages than the others, both in the summer period but also in
the autumn and winter. On the other hand, the year 2017 shows high rates of rainfall in July and
the lower one is found in April. Finally, the annual average confirms that the year 2018 was drier
than 2017.
Table 14: Interannual precipitation values.

JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
ANNUAL

2014
53.86
42.21
16.93
41.7
114.47
45.92
92.14
108.77
21.61
59.86
39.83
81.98
719.28

Precipitation (mm)
2015
2016
104.94
93.76
45.31
83.01
66.22
52.67
28.68
56.26
45.94
46.9
39.24
109.9
91.39
64.45
115.69
54.45
71.55
18.93
45.42
48.78
128.55
70.02
51.09
32.17
834.01
731.3
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2017
61.82
72.14
69.11
27.69
44.54
74.22
108.66
54.17
105.41
63.54
70.78
104.74
856.85

2018
94.43
22.95
58.97
50.92
80.04
29.62
10.51
62.21
43.56
29.79
29.06
102.58
614.65
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Figure 54: Average monthly precipitation 5-year comparison.

The monthly average of the relative humidity for the study are of Zwolle can be found below. In
combination with the precipitation values, large periods of high humidity values have a much
bigger impact on the positive thrive of the fungus, where the average and low values for a small
period of time can have a positive impact on the ash trees stable health status. Very low values
for an extended period can be link with drought events and as a result, impacts on the ash tree
health status. Values marked in blue indicate very high humidity (above 90%), where in pink are
values below 70%. It can be seen that high humidity is related to the autumn and winter periods.
On the other hand, the lowest average is found in July 2018, having also another 6 months with
humidity levels below 80%. The annual averages also support the fact of 2018 being the driest
year of all.
Table 15: Interannual relative humidity values.

JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
ANNUAL

2014
91.85
87.61
79.01
75.81
75.59
74.29
76.19
79.14
81.24
88.24
91.45
93.09
82.78

Relative Humidity (%)
2015
2016
92.9
93.25
90.78
89.08
83.22
86.08
74.43
79.29
73.56
74.86
71.75
80.09
74.67
77.65
76.05
78.85
83.05
76.4
86.86
86.4
91.22
92.4
91.43
95.38
82.45
84.14
47

2017
90.96
90.96
82.09
75.75
75.58
73.27
76.69
75.8
82.99
86.09
92.57
95.53
83.15

2018
93.18
85.06
83.44
78.73
73.37
75.5
68.17
72.66
74.57
79.65
89.38
93.1
80.54
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Figure 55: Average monthly relative humidity 5-year comparison.

Zeewolde
The monthly average daily rain rate for Zeewolde study area can be found in the table below.
Values marked in green are those below 30 mm and those in orange are above 100 mm. Year
2018 seems again to be the drier related to the others, having 4 months with very low rain rates,
in which July shows the incredibly low 8.88 mm. Comparing the annual averages, 2018 has the
lowest, followed by 2014 with almost 100 mm more.

Table 16: Interannual precipitation values.

JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
ANNUAL

2014
60.09
50.18
19.32
36.83
102.19
41.01
94.24
113
20.28
65.68
47.22
88.78
738.82

Precipitation (mm)
2015
2016
109.86
104.12
48.98
72.04
61.29
57.83
22.84
64.96
51.37
51.69
32.77
106.37
92.68
61.77
119.33
62.97
88.79
20.63
41.21
50.83
130.81
79.43
52.97
30.16
852.89
762.78
48

2017
60.49
74.99
64.62
29.47
40.98
73.74
119.82
59.85
114.78
63.12
72.03
110.63
884.52

2018
90.57
25.17
65.77
74.07
63.69
27.84
8.88
73.29
52.38
35.59
29.25
95.37
641.86
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Figure 56: Average monthly precipitation 5-year comparison.

The monthly average of the relative humidity for the study are of Zeewolde can be found below.
Values marked in blue indicate very high humidity (above 90%), where in pink are values below
70%. Same patterns and values here as in Zwolle study area. Only July presents the lowest
average rainfall and the highest values are found in the autumn and winter periods. All annual
averages fluctuate between 81.72% and 85%.
Table 17: Interannual relative humidity values.

JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
ANNUAL

2014
92.47
89.56
81.65
78.33
76.65
75.77
77.45
78.78
81.85
87.72
92.67
91.36
83.66

Relative Humidity (%)
2015
2016
92.04
92.54
91.3
88.77
84.97
87.68
77.31
80.99
76.29
77.17
73.58
81.41
75.32
79.45
76.72
79.73
83.74
78.23
87.72
86.26
90.08
92.39
92
95.44
83.38
85
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2017
91.27
92.21
84.11
77.33
77.4
74.46
77.04
75.76
82.75
85.52
89.52
94.05
83.41

2018
93
85.4
85.59
81.84
76.1
77.66
69.9
72.67
75.73
80.32
90.13
92.62
81.72
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Figure 57: Average monthly relative humidity 5-year comparison.

The comparison of the vegetation indices fluctuations with the weather data conclusions, in
order to examine whether there is a relation between the humid and rainy years and the
emergence of the fungus is presented on the discussion chapter of the study.

6. Discussion
This part presents the discussion of all major results regarding the three research questions of
this study. After the discussion, the recommendation part is following, in which for certain points,
the use of other data, methods and practices are suggested in order to overcome possible
difficulties faced with this case study and achieve better results.
Discussion RQ1
From the figures shown in the RQ1 methodology part, it is obvious that not all the trees were
distinguished. Some of them were clustered together, while some parts of the trees are believed
were assigned to other trees. Having a very dense forest canopy in some cases, and due to the
resolution of the images and the capabilities of the software, it is not possible to reach a very
high level of segmentation. Although, a high segmentation detail image would be of better use,
the segmentation level in our case is enough to distinguish and visually separate, in certain cases,
low vegetation and grassland from the trees in which we are interested in, such as in the study
area of Texel. The segmentation step might be characterized as auxiliary or supplementary
process in the study.
The final vegetation indices are the NDVI, DVI, GNDVI, NormNIR and VNDVI. For the study areas
of Zwolle and Zeewolde, the NDVI performs better due to the fact that it fits well in areas where
vegetation shows a homogeneous pattern (Xiao & McPherson, 2005). In addition, a study for
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early ash decline monitoring, due to emerald ash borer infestation, shown a high level of accuracy
calculating the NDVI on high spatial resolution imagery (Murfitt et al., 2016). The DVI applied in
Texel and Loerbeek study areas, which include other features besides dense vegetation, such as
fields, bare soil, roads and build up areas has a high performance (Gowri & Manjula, 2019). The
GNDVI performs similar to the NDVI, measuring the green spectrum, alternatively to the red and
it is also more sensitive to the concentration of chlorophyll (Raeva et al, 2018). Also, the NormNIR
(normalized near infrared index) gave clear detailed visual results using the NIR, Red and Green
bands only. In order to examine the use of an RGB-based index in our case study, the VNDVI was
selected as it gave better visual results for all study areas related to the other RGB-based indices.
Discussion RQ2
Comparing the results of the calculation of the vegetation indices and their statistics for the study
area of Zwolle, it is seen that all five vegetation indices present a lower mean value in 2018 than
in 2017 and 2019. More specifically, in the 2017 images, the north and west part of the plantation
layout present more lower health values, distributed in in Block 1 and 2, than in Block 3. Block 3
is characterized by healthier plantation, with 2 or 3 hotspots presenting lower vegetation health.
In 2018, the pattern seems to remain, and a spread of low health vegetation is found in the north
part of Block 1. Images of 2019 show a more even distribution of low health trees in all three
blocks. Comparing the results with the validation data, 2017 and 2019 seem to confirm each
other spatially in a certain level. Tree health score of the validation data show a visible decrease
of the average tree health scores in almost all cells in all blocks from 2017 to 2019. Seriously
affected or already dead Ash trees seen to be located on the very low health hotspots, confirmed
by the validation data health scores.
Concerning the validation data, georeference process needs to be further clarified. Control points
need to be selected in well-defined positions, such us mountain peaks or man-made structures
and road junctions. In our case, the drawing only depicts the plantation layout with a poor detail
resolution and not visible man-made elements in the area. Many efforts and point adjustments
were made in order to get good results. Therefore, results and RMS error deviate, but it is
accepted. If the drawing was an actual a map with grid lines (e.g. latitude/longitude), or had
ground control points, then it should be very easy to link the intersection points of the grid to
coordinate points on a target raster without the use of visual distinct positions and achieve high
accuracy. Then, by overlaying the drawing set-up on the vegetation indices raster images, it could
help us in identifying and validate the index classification results close to reality.
Comparing the results of the calculation of the vegetation indices and their statistics for the study
area of Zeewolde, it is seen that all five vegetation indices present a higher mean value in 2018
than in 2017 and 2019. Although, in two cases of the 2019 and one of 2017, the mean value is
quite similar with that of 2018. Interestingly, in all five vegetation indices calculated, the
minimum value of 2018 is the lowest but at the same time it presents the highest maximum
value. More specifically, concerning the Vaartbos-02 plantation (north), seem to show lower
health vegetation on the bottom half area in 2017, showing a recovery to healthier vegetation in
2018. Year 2019 is showing a similar pattern of vegetation health values along the area,
confirming the similar statistics. On the other hand, Vaartbos-01 (south), despite its lower health
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vegetation on its east part in 2017, in year 2018 it presents a more even distribution of unhealthy
trees.
The trend of the health status during the 3-year span for the study area of Zwolle and Zeewolde,
as derived from the vegetation indices, can be seen in the Table 18 below. The year 2017 is taken
as a starting base and the following are compared with the previous one. For the study area of
Zwolle, the two vegetation indices are showing a slight drop between 2017 and 2018 but all of
them are presenting an increase in 2019. On the other hand, for the study area of Zeewolde,
almost all vegetation indices showed an increase between 2017 and 2018, however in 2019 they
all showed decreased measurements.
Table 18: Zwolle and Zeewolde study areas 3-year health status trend.

Zwolle
Vegetation Index
DVI
GNDVI
NDVI
NormNIR
VNDVI

2017
Start
Start
Start
Start
Start

Vegetation Index
DVI
GNDVI
NDVI
NormNIR
VNDVI

2017
Start
Start
Start
Start
Start

2018
Decrease
Stable
Decrease
Stable
Stable

2019
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase

2018
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
Stable

2019
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease

Zeewolde

Examining the validation data outcomes, we can only draw a conclusion about the development
of the trees’ health from 2015 (available monitored year) to 2017. Vaartbos-02 shows a number
of seriously affected Ash trees at the bottom half of the area. The 2017 vegetation indices results
comply with this, assuming that from 2015 to 2017 the state remained the same till the signs of
recovery in 2018. Concerning Vaartbos-01, the 2015 layout health scores show an overall
decreased tree health on the east side and a healthier one on the west. Seriously affected Ash
trees are found scattered in the area more individuals on the southern side. These scores are
matching with the calculated findings of 2017, confirming them.
Discussion RQ3
Regarding the weather conditions, the particular acquisition dates for the years 2017-2019 and
for all study areas, appear to have been dry due to the fact that the precipitation levels are very
low to none and the relative humidity is not exceeding 80% in any case.
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Summer Period
Though, the conditions during the whole summer period are more interesting. By examining the
data, the study area of Zwolle seems to have experienced the most humid and rainy summer
period in 2017 with around 45% greater precipitation rates, in contrary to those of 2018 and
2019, in which the latter presented more rainfall days than those of 2017. On the other hand,
Zeewolde study area experienced also a rainy summer period in 2017 and a drier in 2018 with
precipitation rates dropping nearly 50%. Although, the summer period in 2019 was characterized
by dates of high relative humidity levels and a 30% more rainfall.
Autumn and Winter periods
Weather and climatological conditions of the seasonal cycle, also in autumn and winter periods,
are crucial to the growth and development of vegetation (Battey, 2000). Zwolle study area
presented a more humid and rainier autumn and winter period, in all 3 years, contrary to the
summer periods, as expected. Although, 2017 seem to be drier that the other two, with almost
20% lower precipitation rates, and having the lowest maximum average daily rainfall volume.
Relative humidity levels of all three years were reaching 90%. Same weather pattern is found for
the study area in Zeewolde. Autumn and winter periods and characterized by a few heavy rainfall
days and high relative humidity levels. Still, 2018 have shown the largest average precipitation
rate but the lowest maximum amount of average daily rain
Past Years
The interannual precipitation rates for the study area of Zwolle show that odd years (e.g. 2017)
are more humid and rainier that the even ones. Year 2018 though presented an interestingly
lower average annual rainfall of almost 15% than 2014 and 2016. In addition, it is clear from the
comparison of the average values of each month of 2017 and 2018, that 2018 shown four times
more drier months than 2017 and 2017 two times more rainy months. Surprisingly, July of 2017
shown the largest average rainfall of all months. The average relative humidity levels were
following the rainy months respectively, confirming the dry feature of 2018. Zeewolde study area
is characterized by the same weather pattern throughout the examined five past years. Year 2018
is the drier year of all, showing an extremely 35% less volume of average annual rainfall.
In conclusion, it is acceptable to define the year 2017 as an ordinary humid and rainy year in
general terms, with a rainy summer period as well, of a country like The Netherlands. Data and
scientists, such as meteorologist Brian Verhoeven of Buienradar, confirm the fact that 2018 was
a bit rainier during the autumn and winter periods but its summer period have faced droughts
from the heat waves hit Europe, making it the driest for the last decades. Suomi VIIRS satellite
images from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Environmental
Visualization Laboratory depict how the dry and hot climate turned many green fields brown as
the summer of 2018 developed. Although there were not available data for the year 2019,
evidence and statements made, mention an ordinary autumn and winter periods in terms of
weather conditions, and a usual summer period.
Concerning the actual research question, the Ash tree experts stated that the fungus thrives in
humid conditions and environments. The results show that the study areas faced rainy and humid
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autumn and winter periods in all three years and also humid summer periods in 2017 and 2019.
Overall detected chlorophyll levels seen to be at normal and high levels in cases. Although, during
the dry summer period in 2018 these levels were dropped as expected. This could not mean an
instant recovery of vegetation’s health and synchronously the disappearance of the fungus
presence, as the vegetation and canopy suffer from water stress, acting directly on crop growth
and development (Zhang & Zhou, 2019). So, it cannot be said that indicator such as the NDVI
could be a diagnosis tool in order to show if humid periods could be a driver of the Ash tree
dieback. The conclusions and recommendation part below present mostly general findings and
improvement suggestions on certain elements of the study. These can achieve better and more
accurate results, strengthening the answer of the question of whether vegetation indices can
detect the emergence of the fungus on Ash trees triggered by humid periods.

7. Conclusions & Recommendations
This study was focused on the assessment of Ash tree (Fraxinus excelsior) health changes in time,
by using vegetation indices. Different vegetation indices were applied on high-resolution satellite
imagery. By performing a temporal analysis, the study examined the ability of the vegetation
indices on identifying patterns of the Ash trees health in a three-year span. Finally, the relation
of the vegetation indices’ fluctuations and the possible presence of the fungus triggered by humid
weather conditions and periods was examined.
RQ1 - Which vegetation index(ices) can best detect common ash tree disease, given specific
optical remote sensing imagery datasets?
There were difficulties to find recent and open high-resolution imagery datasets of the study
areas and respectable temporal span. So, different image acquisition dates and image resolution
limit the accuracy of the results of this study, setting clear boundaries from the beginning of the
report. Overall quality of the spatio-temporal analysis results is relative to the spatial resolution
of the datasets and their temporal availability. One of the first ideas, concerning the input data
of this study, was the use of Sentinel-2 imagery data from 2015 till 2019 starting as a baseline.
The system has 4 spectral bands at 10m resolution (Red, Green, Blue, NIR), 6 bands at 20m
resolution (4 x Vegetation Red Edge, 2 x SWIR) and 3 bands at 60m resolution (Coastal Aerosol,
Water Vapor, SWIR – Cirrus) (Satellite Imaging Corporation). This would give us many options of
vegetation indices calculation, but it was made clear from the beginning that this kind of
resolution is prohibitive in relation with the size of the study areas and the required level of detail.
Concerning the selection of bands, indeed there is a great variety and some of them are being
used to measure specific vegetation characteristics, such as plant water stress detection, and
helping assessing vegetation health. The vegetation indices selection in this study was based on
the available sensor bands and on similar studies in the field of vegetation health evaluation and
some particular ones, focusing on ash tree disease detection. In addition, the range of the
statistics and the visual results upon the study area input images played a major role in the
selection. The characteristics and plantation patterns were also important on the selection.
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Infrared thermal bands are also used in indices in other studies, focusing on specific wavelengths,
that can measure canopy temperature changes and dynamics. Health assessment is also related
to the transpiration rate of the plant and such wavelengths can detect photosynthetic pigments
like chlorophyll, which are affected by water stress conditions (O'Shaughnessy et al, 2011). As
stated by Hernandez-Clemente’s (2019) tough, satellite sensors limit the reliability of monitoring
biochemical variables of vegetation providing low spectral and spatial TIR (Thermal Infrared) data
resolutions. Indices using the reflectance on the red edge region of the spectrum, such as the
Normalized Difference Red Edge Index (NDRE), used in forest health applications like monitoring
beetle damage, are very sensitive in chlorophyll changes and could help regarding the vegetation
health status. In a study made by Eitel et al. (2011), this index detected stress indicators earlier
than other indices. In addition, many vegetation assessments studies have used indices
calculated by a combination of vegetation indices.
Nowadays, unmanned aircraft system remote sensing technology plays a major role in the field
of aerial remote sensing, with a grown interest in involving these systems on different studies of
vegetation evaluation and feature estimation (Li et al., 2012). For such small study areas,
scattered around The Netherlands like in this case study, many similar studies suggest the use of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), in other words, drones. The most convenient characteristic of
those is that the user can install a great variety of cameras and sensors, giving many options and
combinations of image resolution and desired bands. For example, a sensor with a spatial
resolution of 4.8 cm/pixel, flying at a height of 120 meters, collecting data using the Red, Green,
Red-edge and NIR bands would be a great fit for such studies, as used in Ashpure’s et al. (2019)
study. Same bands were also used for the assessment of forest health status in Oliech’s (2019)
thesis research. Such spatial resolutions would give a high detailed vegetation index calculations
and inputs for the segmentation/classification process and finally, a temporal Ash tree health
comparison.
RQ2 - Is it able to identify patterns of suffering ash trees in a three-year time series?
Regarding the period of the imagery data acquisition, for a temporal analysis like in our case
study, it is objective to be performed in the full foliage canopy period, and especially towards the
last days, meaning around the end of August. Contrary to our study, the exact date should be
almost the same for each year, weather permitted. Alteration of tree size and tree volume can
occur in a very small period of time, in relation to a man-made object which lasts for several
years.
The trend of the Ash trees health status over time for the two study areas were different. For
Zwolle study area the selected vegetation indices showed a small decrease from 2017 to 2018
but all of them presented an increase in 2019 confirming the suffering of Ash trees. For the study
area of Zeewolde on the other hand, vegetation indices presented an increase between 2017 and
2018 but all of them showed a decreased through 2019. This concludes to suffering Ash trees as
well but also the fact of the southern plantation cut down at that year, affecting the indices
values.
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Availability and use of high accurate point data of the tree’s location would help to a more
detailed segmentation and tree crown extraction, especially in a non-gridded plantation layout.
In this way, when performing a temporal analysis, it would be much easier and accurate to
monitor any canopy health changes with known tree locations. In addition, in order to strengthen
the quality of the results, it would be wise to maintain a non-vegetated ground beneath the trees.
For example, a bare soil background for the aerial images means a clear value distinction when
calculating vegetation indices. Thus, the tree crown extraction process would be of high quality.
However, a set of very high-resolution aerial images would be a much better base, giving the
segmentation process the possibility of a better recognition of the tree’s crown boundaries.
Tools like Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) and Near Infrared (NIR) bands, allow geo-metric
and radiometric measures on the surface of the Earth. On the understanding that most trees fall
into a small range on these measures, data from both tools issue a standard procedure for tree
detection. Still, the variety and amount of such data is very defined related to aerial imagery
(Yang et al., 2009). In a case where a temporal analysis is not necessary, and the user/client is
interested only in knowing the appearance of the fungus or the plant’s health status, the use of
LiDAR pointclouds can provide a solution. In addition, in combination with high resolution
imagery and the use of the Digital Surface Model (DSM) and Digital Terrain Model (DEM) of the
areas, are enough to give very accurate representations of a 3D tree extraction or just tree crown
delineations of current time.
Regarding the validation data, their type limits the validation process and it is not satisfactory. A
digital format could be better compared with the indices’ rasters. This limits the validation, as
the average of the health status scores per cell (25 trees) were calculated, concerning the Zwolle
study area, where in an ideal case, each tree heath score could be linked to the exact tree on the
rasters and then perform the comparison. In addition, the statistics of the vegetation indices do
not represent only the values of the plantation and the ground beneath, but also a very small
zone of vegetation around the boundary of the study area. This means that some values taken
into account in the comparison step, may not represent values of the case study trees. This
cannot be eliminated because the spatial resolution of the images does not allow a clear
extraction of the trees’ space, in order to perform the examination and validation of the results.
Same thing applies for the Zeewolde study area and validation data. Furthermore, fieldwork for
visual assessment was not possible for this case study because thesis period was out of
vegetation greenness period.
RQ3 - Is there a significant impact of humid years on the emergence of the fungus?
a. What defines a humid year?
Concerning the weather data and their relation to the emergence of the fungus, once more,
spatial weather data in a digital format would be of more help in the study, treating them as a
layer on the plantation layouts and vegetation indices calculations. However, the gridded tiles of
weather data available are too big for the size of our study areas, limiting the accuracy of the
variable’s average values.
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Not solid conclusions were drawn regarding whether the fungus can be triggered by the humid
weather conditions on the study areas. This is due to the fact that health changes of the Ash trees
are affected in a greater level by dry weather conditions and drought events, faced during the
summer period of 2018, hence the lower vegetation indices values in the Zwolle study are. Also,
the higher vegetation health status showed in 2019 could mean a health transition resulted from
optimal weather conditions which are not characterized as sufficient in letting the fungus thrive,
leading to opposite results. For the study area of Zeewolde, we would expect hotspots of affected
Ash trees by the 2018 droughts, but the dry summer period had not a significant effect as showed
by the vegetation indices. A positive alternation on the presence of the fungus in 2019 is
considered possible taking into account the validation data health score history.
Local field instrument recordings would give better quality data resulting in a better
understanding of the possible connection between humid and dry years and summer periods to
the emergence of the fungus on the Ash trees. Weather data, measured on ground level or
canopy height, could be also an issue to be examined in terms of optimal input data, regarding
the height. Although, the need of relative humidity measurements and not absolute, is crucial
because relative humidity takes into account the current air temperature, where the absolute
measures the water vapor (moisture) in the air regardless of temperature (Fontes, 2005). Finally,
a better knowledge of the fungus life cycle seems critical for the selection of meteorological data
in such a study.
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Appendix 2
Table 19: Vegetation indices evaluating vegetation’s health.
Band: R = Red, G = Green, B = Blue, NIR = Near Infrared.

Vegetation Index
Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI)
Green Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (GNDVI)
Enhanced Vegetation
Index (EVI)
Infrared Percentage Vegetation
Index (IPVI)
Difference Vegetation
Index (DVI)
Ratio Vegetation Index (RVI)
Normalized NIR (NORM NIR)

Index Formula

Reference

(NIR − R) / (NIR + R)

Jackson & Huete, 1991

(NIR − G) / (NIR + G)

Gitelson & Merzlyak, 1998

2.5 × ((NIR − R) /
(NIR + R × 6.0 − 7.5 × B + 1)

Huete et al., 2002

(NIR) / (NIR + R)

Crippen, 1990

(NIR − R)

Tucker, 1979

(NIR/R)
NIR / (NIR + R + G)

Jordan, 1969
L3Harris Geospatial, (n.d.)

Table 20: RGB based vegetation indices used in previous study (Hu et al., 2014).
Bands: R = Red, G = Green, B = Blue.

Vegetation Index

Index Formula

Reference

Greenness Index (GI)
Visible Atmospherically
Resistant Index (VARI)
Excess Green Index (ExGI)
Visual NDVI (VNDVI)

G / (R + G + B)

Smith et al., 2005

(G – R) / (G + R - B)

Gitelson et al., 2002

(2 x G) - (R + B)
(G - R) / (G + R)

Larrinaga & Brotons, 2019
Tucker, 1979
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Appendix 3

Figure 58: Zwolle study area profile image. (Street View image from Google Maps, March 2019)

Figure 59: Zwolle study area profile image. (Street View image from Google Maps, March 2019)
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Figure 60: Zeewolde (north part) study area profile image. (Street View image from Google Maps, November 2010)

Figure 61: Zeewolde (north part) study area profile image. (Street View image from Google Maps, November 2010)

No profile images for Zeewolde (south part) available.
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